We show that the number of ordered m-tuples of points on the integer lattice, inside or on the n{dimensional tetrahedron bounded by the hyperplanes X 1 = 0; X 2 = 0; : : : X n = 0 and w 1 X 1 + w 2 X n + : : : + w n X n = X, with the property that, for each j, no more than k such points have non{zero jth ordinate, is asymptotically We count sets of lattice points, that satisfy certain orthogonality conditions, in n{dimensional tetrahedra. Our estimates are related to studies of Fermat's Last Theorem.
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Introduction.
In this paper we consider the set of integer lattice points inside or on the boundary of the n{dimensional tetrahedron bounded by the hyperplanes (1:1) X 1 = 0; X 2 = 0; : : : ; X n = 0 and (1:2) w 1 X 1 + w 2 X n + : : : + w n X n = X where w 1 ; w 2 ; : : : ; w n are given positive real numbers. In other words, the n{tuples of non{negative integers (a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n ) for which (1:3) a 1 w 1 + a 2 w 2 + : : : + a n w n X:
Our interest in this question comes from number theory for, if each w j = log p j for some prime p j (with the p j 's distinct), then this is equivalent to considering the set of positive integers e X , whose prime factors belong to P = fp 1 ; p 2 ; : : : ; p n g. In particular, if P is the set of primes up to some prime y, then the question of estimating the size of this set has received considerable attention (see No] or HT], for instance).
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The following simple arguments allow us to obtain bounds on the number of integer lattice points within our tetrahedron:
Draw a box, of size 1 in each dimension, in the positive direction from each lattice point in our tetrahedron. The resulting shape S has volume equal to the number of lattice points. Now the tetrahedron, which we began with, is clearly contained inside S and so provides a lower bound for the volume of S; that is
where p(w) := w 1 w 2 : : : w n . On the other hand, S is contained in the tetrahedron de ned by the bounding hyperplanes in (1.1) together with
(1:2) 0 w 1 (X 1 ? 1) + w 2 (X 2 ? 1) + : : : + w n (X n ? 1) X;
and so we get the upper bound
where s(w) := w 1 + w 2 + : : : + w n . Thus, in the range (1:6) X ns(w); the number of lattice points is
(This argument is usually credited to En], though it is implicit in earlier works.) Upper and lower bounds that improve those above were given in the beautiful paper Le] of D.H. Lehmer. It is, however, impossible to obtain much stronger estimates, in general: Take each w i = 1, then the number of lattice points is X] + n n = 1 n! X] n + n + 1 2 X] n?1 + O(X n?2 ) = 1 n! X n + n + 1 2 ? nfXg X n?1 + O(X n?2 )
where fXg := X ? X] denotes the fractional part of X. Thus the coe cient of X n?1 oscillates' as X ! 1. By a similar argument it may be shown that this coe cient oscillates' as X ! 1, whenever the ratios w i =w j are all rational; and otherwise this coe cient is xed (see HL]). Spencer Sp] showed that for`almost all' choices of the w i , one can obtain an asymptotic series that counts the points in our tetrahedron with error O(log n+" X); however one can also exhibit sets of w i , linearly independent over the rationals, such that the coe cient of X n?2`o scillates' as X ! 1. We do not investigate such questions here; we just note that there are signi cant di culties when trying to improve (1.7).
Estimates for the size of the set of lattice points, when w j is the logarithm of the jth smallest prime, have many applications in number theory | for instance, to nding large gaps between primes, to Waring's problem, to primality testing and factoring algorithms, to nding`popular' values for Euler's totient function, as well as to bounds for the least prime kth power residues and non{residues (mod n) (when k divides '(n) Gunderson and Coppersmith both developed interesting methods to obtain strong lower bounds for the functions that they de ned, but did not obtain asymptotic estimates.
In Gr] we obtained sharp estimates for the number of pairs of coprime integers x, free of prime factors > y, when x is`small' (x < e y 1=(2+") ), and here we shall do so when x is large' (x > e y 2 ) | the range in{between is much harder, and probably there is no`smooth' estimate there. We use combinatorial methods to provide upper and lower bounds for a much more general function:
2. The results.
Theorem. Suppose that k is an integer 2 and w 1 ; w 2 ; : : : w n and x 1 x 2 : : : x m are positive real numbers such that (1.6) is satis ed for X = x 1 . The number of ordered sets (A 1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A m ) of n{vectors of non{negative integers (that is A i = (a i1 ; : : : ; a in )) such that (2:1) a i1 w 1 + a i2 w 2 + : : : + a in w n x i for each i, and such that a ij is non{zero for no more than k values of i for each j, is given by The number theory applications come from Corollary 1. Suppose that k is an integer 2, P: = fp 1 ; p 2 ; : : : ; p n g is a set of n primes, and x a real number satisfying log x n log( P ), where P is the product of the elements in P. The number of ordered sets (r 1 ; r 2 ; : : : ; r m ) of positive integers x, all of whose prime factors come from the set P, such that no k + 1 have a common divisor, is given by The expression for k = 2 is rather complicated; it would be interesting to nd a simpli cation.
De ne (x; y) to be the number of integers x, whose prime factors are all y. If we take k = m = 1 in (iii) above, and use the Prime Number Theorem to note that (y) y= log y and P p y log p y, then we have 
